
  

Excel: What is Your Problem? 
 
This is not the most exciting tip I’ve ever sent out (and I know some of them are downright spine-
tingling!) but sometimes a tip can be helpful by – not telling you what to do…but by telling you what 
not to do. Below is a list of the most common error messages that you see in Excel; what they mean – 
and how to fix them fast. 
 

NOTE: When you see an error indicator in a cell, you’ll also likely see an error alert (a little green 
triangle in the upper-left corner of the cell). If you click on the cell then just hover over the green 
triangle – it will tell you what the problem is. Some of these pop-ups are clear…some are so unclear – 
they’re not worth the effort to read (yeah…I’m talking about YOU little Mr. #NULL!). 

 
#VALUE!  
This error appears when you tried to do math involving a cell that doesn’t have a number in it. Look at 
your equation – did you refer to cell A1 (that contains the title (eewww…text!) for the column) 
instead of A2 (the first cell containing the data? 
 
#REF!  
This error shows up when an equation refers to a cell 
that doesn’t exist (either never has or once did…but doesn’t any longer). If you type the equation 
=L10*M8 and it works – but 
then you delete column M…you 
would get this error (where you 
once had your formula answer). 
 
#NAME?  
This error appears when you have misspelled the formula function word (ie, you typed =SU instead of 
=SUM) – or, for more advanced users: when you refer to a range name that doesn't exist in the 
worksheet. A common way that people end up referring to a 
range name that doesn’t exist: when you selected the range 
you wanted to name, then clicked up in the Name Box and 
typed a name – you DIDN’T PRESS [ENTER]…so it didn’t “take” 
– but you don’t/didn’t realize it and tried to refer to the name 
in an equation. 
 
#NULL!  
This error appears when two or more cell references (addresses) are not separated correctly in a 
formula (ie, a space was used when a comma should have 
been). An example: you want to sum some cells that are 
randomly located around your spreadsheet. You should use 
the equation =SUM(L10,M14,B4) but instead you type 
=SUM(L10 M14 B4) – that would give you this error. 
 
#DIV/0!  
You get this after typing an equation when you have tried to divide the contents of one cell by the 
contents of a second cell…but that second cell contains a 0  (zero) or is empty. Division by zero is a no-
no. (BTW, if the second cell contained 
text…you would have gotten a #VALUE error 
(see below). 
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